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G.E.P. VALVES has been operating on the valve supply market for the 

last twenty years, achieving excellent results and a very high level of 

customer satisfaction. 

The company started out life in 1996 in Busalla, a town not far from 

Genoa. The business grew quickly and a few years ago G.E.P. VALVES 

moved to its present location, enlarging its structure and with 

additional space for further expansion of its product range. 

Today, GEP VALVES offers one of the widest ranges of valves, actuators 

and ancillary equipment in Italy and invests in its capabilities to meet 

the needs of most industries.

G.E.P. VALVES policy is to supply products sourced from quality-

assessed European manufacturers in compliance with EU and 

international standards. Where and when required, products will be 

CE marked, ATEX certified and PED approved.

The company
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Standards
Design and Manufacture: API 600 (ISO 10434) or API 6D 
Test and Inspection: API 598, API 600 or API 6D. 
End flange dimension: ASME B16.5 (for NPS≤24); ASME B16.47 series B, API 605 or ASME B16.47 series

A, MSS SP-44 (for NPS >24).  
BW end dimension: ASME B16.25. 
Face to face (end to end): ASME B16.10. 
Pressure-temperature ratings: ASME B16.34.

STEEL GATE VALVE
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Standards 
Design and Manufacture: Cast steel gate valve to API 600
(ISO 10434) or API 6D; Cast stainless steel gate valve to API
603 or API 600; Forged steel gate valve to API 602.
Inspection and Test: API 598, API 600 or API 6D. 
End flange dimension: ASME B16.5 (for NPS≤24); 
ASME B16.47 series B, API 605 or ASME B16.47 series A,
MSS SP-44 (for NPS >24). 
BW end dimension: ASME B16.25.
Socket-weld dimension: ASME B16.11.
Face to face and end to end: ASME B16.10.
Pressure-temperature ratings: ASME B16.34. 

Design of disc 
Gate valves with NPS ≥ 2 are of wedge flexible gate;
Gate valves with NPS < 2 are of wedge solid gate. 

Body and Bonnet Connection 
The body and bonnet of Class150~Class900 gate valves are
usually connected with studs and nuts. And the body and
bonnet of Class1500~Class2500 gate valves are usually of
pressure seal design. 

Gasket of Cover Flange 
Carbon steel or stainless steel + flexible graphite combined
gasket is used for Class150 gate valve; Stainless steel + flex-
ible graphite wounded gasket is used for Class 300 gate
valve; Stainless steel + flexible graphite wounded gasket is
used for Class600 gate valve, and ring joint gasket is also
optional for Class600 gate valve; Ring Joint gasket is used
for Class 900 gate valve; Pressurized seal design is used for
Class1500~Class500 gate valve. 

Actuation 
Hand wheel or gear box is usually used for gate valve actu-
ation. Chain wheel and electric actuator can be also used
for gate valve actuation if being requested by the customers.

Packing Seal 
Molded flexible graphite is used for packing material. PTFE
or combined packing material can be also used if being re-
quested by the customer. The internal surface of the stuffing
box, of which area is contacted with the packing, is of ex-
cellent finish (Ra 3.2 μ m). The stem surface, contacting with
the packing, should be rolled and pressed after being pre-
cisely machined, so as to reach to the high finish and com-
pactness (Ra 0.8 μ m) and ensure the reliable tightness of
the stem area.

Back Seating Design 
All our gate valves have the back seating design. In most
cases, the carbon steel gate valve is fitted with a renewable
back seat. For stainless steel gate valve, the back seat is ma-
chined directly in the bonnet or is machined after welding.
When the gate valve is at fully open position, the sealing of
the back seat can be very reliable. However, as per the re-
quirement of API 600, it is not advisable to add or change
packing by the mean of back seating when the valve is Pres-
sure containing. 

Seat 
For carbon steel gate valve, the seat is usually forged steel.
The sealing surface of the seat is spray welded with hard
alloy specified by the customer. Renewable threaded seat is
used for NPS ≤ 10 gate valves, and welded on seat can be
also optional if being requested by the customer. Welded
on seat is used for NPS ≤ 10 carbon steel gate valves. For
Stainless steel gate valve, integral seat is usually adopted,
or to weld hard alloy directly integrally. Threaded or welded
on seat is also optional for stainless steel gate valve if being
requested by the customer. 

Stem Design 
The stem is of integral forged design. The minimum diameter
of the stem shall per the standard requirement. The connec-
tion of the stem and disc is T type. The strength of the con-
necting area is bigger than that of the T threaded part of the
stem. The strength test of that area conforms to API 591. 

Stem Nut 
Usually, the stem nut is made of copper alloy. It is also can
be made of ASTM A439 D2 if being requested by the cus-
tomer. For large sized gate valves (NPS 10 for Class 150,
NPS 8 for Class 300, NPS 6 for Class 600, NPS 5 for Class
900), rolling bearing is fitted at the two sides of the stem nut
in order to minimize the open and close torque of the gate
valve. 

Special Gate Valve 
Besides the common gate valves, G.E.P. Valves also supplies
Cryogenic Gate Valve, Jacketed Gate Valve, Bellow Sealed
Gate Valve, Extension Stem Gate Valve for underground ap-
plication, Slat Gate Valve, etc.
Our market includes also UNI gate valves as per EN12516-
1 design; please contact us for more information.

STEEL GATE VALVE
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CAST STEEL GATE VALVE

Parts and material list

Material
Parts Parts
No. name WCB/Trim 1 WCB/Trim 5 WCB/Trim 8 CF8/304 CF8M/316
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CAST STEEL GATE VALVE
Class 150 & JIS 10K Cast Steel Gate Valve

Size Dimensions (mm) Weight (kg)

Class
NPS DN d H H1 W W1 Hand wheel Gear box

L

RF RTJ BW

NPS ≤ 1¼ NPS ≥ 1½
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CAST STEEL GATE VALVE
Class 300 & JIS 20K Cast Steel Gate Valve

Size Dimensions (mm) Weight (kg)

Class
NPS DN d H H1 W W1 Hand wheel Gear box

L

RF RTJ BW
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CAST STEEL GATE VALVE
Class 600 & Class 900 Cast Steel Gate Valve

Size Dimensions (mm) Weight (kg)

Class
NPS DN d H H1 W W1 Hand wheel Gear box

L

RF RTJ BW
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CAST STEEL GATE VALVE
Class 1500 & Class 2500 Cast Steel Gate Valve

Size Dimensions (mm) Weight (kg)

Class
NPS DN d H H1 W W1 Hand wheel Gear box

L

RF RTJ BW
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STEEL GLOBE VALVE

Standards
Design and Manufacture: Cast steel globe valve to BS 1873 and ASME B16.34; 

Forged steel globe valve to API 602. 
lnspection and Test: API 598. 
End flange dimension: ASME B16.5. 
BW end dimension: ASME B16.25. 
Socket-weld dimension: ASME B16.11. 
Face to tace and end to end: ASME B 16.10. 
Pressure-temperature ratings: ASME B16.34.
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Standards
Design and Manufacture: Cast steel globe valve to BS 1873
and ASME B16.34; 
Forged steel globe valve to API 602. 
lnspection and Test: API 598. 
End flange dimension: ASME B16.5. 
BW end dimension: ASME B16.25. 
Socket-weld dimension: ASME B16.11. 
Face to tace and end to end: ASME B 16.10. 
Pressure-temperature ratings: ASME B16.34.

The features of globe valve
Bolted Bonnet; Outside Screw and Yoke; Rising stems;
 Metallic seating surfaces.

Body and Bonnet Connection
The body and bonnet of Class 150 - Class 900 globe valves
are usually with studs and nuts. If being requested by the
customer Class 600 and Class 900 can be pressure seal
design as usually used for Class 1500 - Class 2500.

Gasket of Cover Flange 
Stainless steel + flexible graphite wounded gasket is used
for Class 150 and Class 300 globe valve. Stainless steel +
flexible graphite wounded gasket is used for Class 600, and
ring joint gasket is also optional for Class 600. Ring joint
gasket is used for Class 900 globe valve. Pressurized seal
design is used for Class 1500 - Class 2500 globe valve. 

Actuation 
Hand wheel, impact hand wheel & gear box is usually used
for globe valve actuation. Chain wheel and electric actuator
can be also used for globe valve actuation if being
requested by the customers. 

Packing Seal
Molded flexible graphite is used for packing material. PTFE
or combined packing material can be also used if being
requested by the customer. The internal surface of the
stuffing box, of which area is contacted with the packing, is
of excellent finish (Ra 3.2 μ m). The stem surface, contacting
with the packing, should be rolled and pressed after being
precisely machined, so as to reach to the high finish and
compactness (Ra 0.8 μ m) and ensure the reliable tightness
of the stem area. 

Back Seating Design
All our globe valves have the back seat design. In most
cases, the carbon steel globe valve is fitted with a renewable
back seat. For stainless steel globe valve, the back seat is
machined directly in the bonnet or is machined after
welding. When the globe valve is at fully open position, the
sealing of the back seat can be very reliable. However, as
per the requirement of API, it is not advisable to add or
change packing by the mean of back seating when the valve
is pressure containing. 

Seat 
For carbon steel globe valve, the seat is usually forged steel.
The sealing surface of the seat is spray welded with hard
alloy specified by the customer. Renewable threaded seat is
used for NPS ≤ 10 globe valve, and welded on seat can be
also optional if being requested by the customer. Welded
on seat is used for NPS ≥12 carbon steel globe valves. For
stainless steel globe valve, integral seat is usually adopted,
or to weld hard alloy directly integrally. Threaded or welded
on seat is also optional for stainless steel globe valve if being
requested by the customer. 

Stem Design 
The stem is of integral forged design. The minimum
diameter of the stem shall per the standard requirement. 

Stem Nut 
Usually, the stem nut is copper alloy. lt is also can be made
of ASTM A439 D2 if being requested by the customer. For
large sized globe valve, rolling bearing is fitted at the two
sides of stem nut in arder to minimize the open and close
torque of the globe valve. 

Special Globe Valve 
Besides the common globe valves, we also supply cryogenic
globe valve, bellow sealed globe valve, Jacketed globe
valve, etc.
Our market includes also UNI globe valves as per EN12516-
1 design; please contact us for more information.

STEEL GLOBE VALVE
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CAST STEEL GLOBE VALVE

Parts and material list

MaterialParts Parts
No. name WCB/Trim 1 WCB/Trim 5 WCB/Trim 8 CF8/304 CF8M/316
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CAST STEEL GLOBE VALVE
Class 150 & JIS 10K Cast Steel Globe Valve

Size Dimensions (mm)

L

RF RTJ BW H.W G.O

Class

Weight (kg)

NPS DN d H H1 W W1
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CAST STEEL GLOBE VALVE
Class 300 & JIS 20K Cast Steel Globe Valve

Size Dimensions (mm)

L

RF RTJ BW H.W G.O

Class

Weight (kg)

NPS DN d H H1 W W1
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Class 600 & Class 900 Cast Steel Globe Valve

Size Dimensions (mm)

L

RF RTJ BW H.W G.O

Class

Weight (kg)

NPS DN d H H1 W W1

CAST STEEL GLOBE VALVE
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STEEL CHECK VALVE

Standards
Design and Manufacture: Cast steel check valve to BS 1868, ASME B16.34 and API 6D;

Forged steel check valve to API 602. 
Inspection and Test: API 598 or API 6D. 
End flange dimension: ASME B16.5 (for NPS ≤ 24); ASME B 16.47 series B, API 605 or ASME B16.47 series

A, MSS SP-44 (for NPS > 24)
BW end dimension: ASME B16.25. 
Socket-weld dimension: ASME B16.11. 
Face to tace and end to end: ASME B 16.10. 
Wall thickness dimension: API 600 and BS 1868.
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Standards
Design and Manufacture: Cast steel check valve to BS 1868,
ASME B16.34 and API 6D;
Forged steel check valve to API 602.
Inspection and Test: API 598 or API 6D.
End flange dimension: ASME B16.5 (for NPS≤24);
ASME B 16.47 series B API 605 or ASME B16.47
series A MSS SP-44 (for NPS>24).
BW end dimension ASME B16.25.
Socket-weld dimension ASME B16.11.
Face to face and end to end ASME B16.10.
Pressure-temperature ratings ASME B16.34.
Wall thickness dimension API 600 and BS 1868.

Seat
For carbon steel check valve, the seat is usually forged teel.
The sealing surface of the seat is spray welded with hard alloy
Specified by the customer. 
Renewable threaded seat is used for NPS≤10 check valves,
and welded on seat can be also optional if being requested
by the customer. 
Welded on seat is used for NPS ≥12 carbon steel gate valves.
For stainless steel check Valve, integral seat is usually adop-
ted, or to weld hard alloy directly integrally. 
Threaded or welded on seat is also optional for stainless steel
check valve if being requested by the customer. 

The features of check valve
Bolted Bonnet; 
Swing and lift disc; 
Metallic seating surfaces. 

Body-To-Bonnet Joint 
Stainless steel + flexible graphite wounded gasket is used
for Class150 and Class300 check valve; Stainless steel +
flexible graphite wounded gasket is used for Class600 check
valve, and joint gasket is also optional for Class600 check
valve; Ring joint gasket is used for Class900 check valve;
Pressure seal design is used for Class 1500~Class2500 check
valves.

Body and Bonnet Connection 
The body and bonnet of Class150~Class900 check valves
are usually with studs and nuts. 
And the body and bonnet of Class1500~Class2500 check
valves are usually of pressure seal design. 

STEEL CHECK VALVE
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STEEL SWING CHECK VALVE
Standards 

Design and Manufacture: 
BS 1868 or API 6D
Inspection and Test: 
API 598 or API 6D
End flange dimension: 
ASME B16.5; ASME B16.47 A; 
MSS SP-44; ASME B16.47 B  
API 605
BW end dimension: 
ASME B16.25
Face to face (end to end): 
ASME B16.10
Pressure-temperature ratings: 
ASME B16.34
Wall thickness dimension: 
API 600 and BS 1868

Parts and material list

MaterialParts Parts
No. name WCB/Trim 1 WCB/Trim 5 WCB/Trim 8 CF8/304 CF8M/316
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CAST STEEL SWING CHECK VALVE
Class 150 & Class300 Cast Steel Swing Check Valve 

Size Class 150 Class 300

RF RTJ BW RF RTJ BW

NPS DN
Weight

(kg)
d H d H

Dimensions (mm) Dimensions (mm)

L L
Weight

(kg)
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CAST STEEL SWING CHECK VALVE
Class 600 ~ Class 2500 Cast Steel Swing Check Valve

Size Class 600 Class 900

RF RTJ BW RF RTJ BW

NPS DN
Weight

(kg)d H d H

Dimensions (mm) Dimensions (mm)

L L
Weight

(kg)

Size Class 1500 Class 2500

RF RTJ BW RF RTJ BW

NPS DN
Weight

(kg)d H d H

Dimensions (mm) Dimensions (mm)

L L
Weight

(kg)
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Class 150 ~ Class 900 Cast Steel Lift Check Valve

Size Class150 Class 300

RF RTJ BW RF RTJ BW

NPS DN
Weight

(kg)d H d H

Dimensions (mm) Dimensions (mm)

L L
Weight

(kg)

Size Class 600 Class 900

RF RTJ BW RF RTJ BW

NPS DN
Weight

(kg)d H d H

Dimensions (mm) Dimensions (mm)

L L
Weight

(kg)

CAST STEEL SWING LIFT VALVE

Class 900
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FORGED STEEL VALVE

Forged steel valves are available in three types of body-
bonnet connection.

The first design is the bolted bonnet, with male-female joint,
spiral wound gasket, made in F304L/ graphite. 
Ring joint gasket are also available on request. 

The second design is the welded bonnet, with a threaded
and seal welded joint. 

On request a full penetration strength welded joint is
available. 

The third design is the pressure seal bonnet, with a threaded
and pressure seal bonnet joint.

All  forged valves are also available with integral flanged
ends. Class 2500 & Class 4500 are supplied upon customer
request. Our market includes Y type globe valves too,
please contact us for any further information.
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FORGED STEEL GATE VALVE
Class 150 ~ Class 1500 Forged Steel Gate Valve

Class
NPS DN L d S H W

NPT Weight (kg)
Size Dimensions (mm)

Bolted Bonnet Socket-welding End Threaded End Welded Bonnet Socket-welding End

Standards 
Design and Manufacture: API 602
Inspection and Test: API 598
Socket-weld dimensions: ASME b16.11

End threads dimensions: ASME B1.20.1
Pressure-temperature ratings: ASME B16.34
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FORGED STEEL GLOBE VALVE
Class 150 ~ Class 1500 Forged Steel Globe Valve

Class
NPS DN L d S H W

NPT Weight (kg)

Size Dimensions (mm)

Standards 
Design and Manufacture: API 602
Inspection and Test: API 598
Socket-weld dimensions: ASME B16.11

End threads dimensions: ASME B1.20.1
Pressure-temperature ratings: ASME B16.34

Bolted Bonnet Socket-welding End Threaded End Welded Bonnet Socket-welding End
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Class 150 ~ Class 1500 Forged Steel Check Valve

Class
NPS DN

L d S H L d S H
NPT

Weight
(kg)

NPT
Weight

(kg)

Size Lift check valve Swing check valve

Standards 
Design and Manufacture: API 602
Inspection and Test: API 598
Socket-weld dimensions: ASME B16.11

End threads dimensions: ASME B1.20.1
Pressure-temperature ratings: ASME B16.34

Lift check valve Swing check valve

FORGED STEEL CHECK VALVE
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3PCS FORGED STEEL BALL VALVES

Specification
NPS F.P. 1/4 3/8 1/2 3/4 1 1 ¼ 1 ½ 2

Specification
NPS F.P. 1/4 3/8 1/2 3/4 1 1 ¼ 1 ½ 2

CL 800 – CL 1500
Connection ends can be butt-welding, socket welding or threaded, according to BS5351

CL 2500
Connection ends can be butt-welding, socket welding or threaded, according to BS5351
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FLOATING BALL VALVE

Standards
Design and Manufacture: API 6D, ASME B16.34 (BS5351), API 608, MSS-SP-72 
Face to face Dimension: ASME B16.10, API 6D 
Flange Connection Dimension: ASME B16.5  
BW Connection Dimension: ASME B16.25 
Fire-safe Design: API 607/6FA 
Anti-static Design & anti Blow-out Stem: ASME B16.34
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Application
Floating ball valves are suitable for various kinds of pipelines of Class 150 to Class 1500, PN16 to Pn100, and JIS 10K to JIS
20K to turn on or off the pipeline medium, of which the operation types include manual, worm gear and pneumatic or electric
actuators. 

Construction and features of floating ball valve 
Reliable seat seal 
The structure design of elastic sealing ring has been
adopted for floating ball valves. This seat design features a
bigger sealing pressure ratio between the ring surface and
the ball when medium pressure gets lower, where the con-
tacting area is smaller. Thus, the reliable seal is ensured.
When the medium pressure gets higher, the contacting area
between seat ring and ball becomes bigger as the sealing
ring transforms elastically to undertake the bigger force
pushed by the medium without any damage. 

Fire safe design 
With the valve heated in a fire application, the non-metal
material parts such as seat sealing ring of PTFE, stem back
seat gasket, gland packing, and the sealing gasket between
body and bonnet might disintegrate or be damaged due to
high temperature. G.E.P. Valves specially designed structure
of auxiliary metal to metal seal is provided to effectively pre-
vent both internal and external leakage of the valve. As re-
quired by customers, G.E.P. Valves floating ball valves with
design can meet the requirement of API 607, API 6FA,BS
6755 and JB/T 6899.

Reliable stem seal 
The blow-out proof design has been adopted for the stem
to ensure that even if the pressure in the body cavity is risen
accidently and the packing flange becomes invalid, the stem
may not be blown out by medium. The stem features the
design with a backseat, being assembled from underneath.
The sealing force against the backseat gets higher as the
medium pressure becomes higher. So the reliable seal of the
stem can be assured under variable medium pressure. 

V type packing structure has been employed to effectively
transform the pushing force of the gland flange and the me-
dium pressure into the sealing force against the stem.

At lower medium pressure At higher medium pressure

Stem assembled from underneath 
may not be blown out by medium 

Stem assembled downward 
may be blown out 

Packing before pressedFire safe design of valve body and bonnet flanges 

Fire safe design of seat

Packing after pressed

FLOATING BALL VALVE
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FLOATING BALL VALVE
Based on customers’ requirement, a packing tightening
design may be employed to obtain more reliable stem
packing seal, which is loaded by bevelling spring.

The traditional packing flange design has been improved to
be of two piece structure , i.e., being as a gland flange and
gland, the latter contacts the gland flange with spherical
surface. Thus, the gland remains  always vertical, and is lined
internally with a PTFE bush to prevent the galling against
and friction between the stem, which can also reduce the
operation torque of the valve.

Stem galling prevented in application

Mounting pad provided

G.E.P. Valves company has provided for floating ball valve
with a mounting pad, through which it is easy to fix the
actuators, such as worm gear, pneumatic and electric
actuators.

Anti-static feature
The traditional packing flange design has been improved to
be of two piece structure, i.e., being as a packing flange
plate and a follower, the latter contacts the flange plate with
spherical surface. Thus, the follower remains always vertical,
and is lined internally with a PTFE bush to prevent the
galling against and friction between the stem, which can also
reduce the operation torque of the valve.

Anti-static design Anti-static degisn
for ball valve ≥32 mm for ball valve ≤25 mm

Wrong operation prevention
To prevent the ball valve from wrong operation, the key lock
with 90° of open and close positioning pad has been
provided, which can be lock able as required. At the stem
head, where the lever fixes, a flat is designed so that the
valve opens with the lever in parallel to piping, and with the
lever right-angled to the piping, the valve is closed. So, it is
ensured that the valve indicator of open and close can never
make mistake.
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FLOATING BALL VALVE
Typical drawing of floating ball valve and parts composition

Parts and material list

Material
Parts Parts
No. name WCB/13Cr WCB/304 WCB/316 CF8 CF8M
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FLOATING BALL VALVE

Size Dimensions (mm)
Pressure

DN NPS
L

d
W H

Weight (kg)

stage RF RTJ Hand wheel Gear box Hand wheel Gear box Hand wheel Gear box
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FLOATING BALL VALVE
Forged steel ball valve

The floating ball valve supplied by G.E.P. Valves
 company is generally employing casted steel valve
body,  however, as required by customers, forged steel
valve body is also available, of which the main sizes such
as flange connections and face to face dimensions are
the same as that of the cast steel ball valve.

Ball valve with reduced bore

In addition to the full bore floating ball valve, G.E.P.
 Valves is also supplying the floating ball valve with
 reduced bore to satisfy different custom er’s require-
ment, which can not only lower the cost and the pricing,
but also meet customers’ special requirement.

Size Class150 Class300 Class600

NPS DN d d1 H W d d1 H W L d d1 H W
L

Long Short

L

Long Short
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TRUNNION BALL VALVE

Standards
Design and Manufacture: API 6D, ASME B16.34.(BS5351), API 608, MSS-SP-72 
Face to face Dimension: ASME B16.10, API 6D 
Flange Connection Dimension: ASME B16.5, NPS≥26") PER as ASME B16.47  
BW Connection Dimension: ASME B16.25 
Test and Inspection: API 598, API 6D 
Fire-safe Design:: API 607/6FA 
Anti-static Design & anti Blow-out Stem
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urgent grease injection device
According to customers’ requirement, the trunnion ball
valves supplied by G.E.P. Valves company are provided with
devices for urgent grease injection, which are on both the
stem and seat for the trunnion ball valves of DN > 150mm
(NPS6), and in the body cavity for the valve of DN <125mm.
When the O ring of stem or the body seat ring is damaged
due to accident, the medium leakage between body and
stem can be prevented by injecting the sealing grease
through the device. 

Double-block and bleed functions 
In general, G.E.P. Valves trunnion ball valve features the front
ball sealing design structure. Each seat of the ball valve can
separately cut off the medium at both inlet and outlet of the
valve to realize double-block functions. When the ball valve
is closed, body cavity and two of the body ends can be bloc-
ked with each other even if both the inlet and outlet are
under pressure, when the medium left in the body cavity
might be bled through the relief valve.

self-relief in the body cavity 
As the liquid medium left in the body cavity gasifies due to
increased temperature, the pressure in the body cavity
 becomes abnormally higher when the medium itself in the
cavity would propel the seat and self-relieves the pressure
to ensure the safety of valve.

blow-out proof stem 
Blow-out proof structure is provided with for the stem, which
is positioned by the up-end cap and screw, being guaran-
teed not to be blown-out by the medium even if at abnor-
mal risen pressure in the cavity. 

Design features of trunnion ball valve

TRUNNION BALL VALVE
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TRUNNION BALL VALVE

the bi-sealing design structure, 
i.e. seat sealing in front of the ball 
and seat sealing behind the ball

According to some special working conditions and
customers' requirement, G.E.P. Valves has provided the
trunnion ball valve with the Si-sealing design structure,i.e.
seat sealing in front of the ball and seat sealing behind the
ball, thus the reliable sealing of the valve is ensured because
the valve can perform normally even if one of the effective
sealing designs becomes lost due to the abnormal
condition. 
Regarding the seat in front of the ball , the piston effect
formed by the area difference between 01 and 02 ,plus the
pre-tightened force of a spring would cause the seat in front
of the ball by the pressure difference of the medium before
and after the valve to touch the ball closely to form the
tightness, of wh ich the sealing force will become bigger as
the pressure difference gets higher. 
Regarding the seat after the ball, the piston effect formed
by the area difference between 02 and 03 ,plus the

pretightened force of a spring would cause the seat behind
the ball to touch the ball closely to form the tightness, of
which the sealing force will become bigger as the pressure
difference gets higher.

anti-static design
The ball of the trunnion ball valve gets close contact with
each other through the trunnion, adjusting cushion, and
down-end cap, the passage of static electricity thus forms
together with the valve, which may lead the static electricity
caused by sparks generated by friction between the ball and
seat during on and off performance to the ground to prevent
the possible risk of fire or explosion. 

Mounting pad provided
GEP Valves Company has provided the trunnion ball valve
with a mounting pad for fixing the actuators, such as worm
gear, pneumatic, electric, hydraulic, and pneumatic &
hydraulic actuators.

fire safe design
With the valve heated in a fire application, the non-metal material parts such as seat sealing ring of PTFE, O ring for the stem,
and sealing gasked for body and bonnet, might be damaged due to high temperature. G.E.P. Valves special design of auxiliary
metal to metal or the graphite seal is provided for the trunnion ball valve to effectively prevent both internal and external
leakage of the valve. As required by customers, G.E.P. Valves fire safe design for the trunnion ball valve meets the requirements
of API 607, API 6Fa, BS 6755 and JB/T 6899.
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TRUNNION BALL VALVE
typical drawing of trunnion ball valve and parts composition

Parts and material list

application

Trunnion ball valves are suitable for use on
various kinds of pipelines of Class 150 ~ Class
2500, PN16 ~ PN160, JIS10K ~ JIS20K to cut
off or turn on the pipeline medium, of which the
operation types include worm gear, manual,
pneumatic or electric actuators, being in
general of flange connection, and butt welding
ends connection as well.

Material
Parts Parts
No. name WCB/13Cr WCB/304 WCB/316 CF8 CF8M
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TRUNNION BALL VALVE
Main size and weight

Size Dimensions (mm)
Pressure Weight

stage (kg)DN NPS d H H1 W
L

RF BW
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TRUNNION BALL VALVE
Size Dimensions (mm)

Pressure Weight
stage (kg)DN NPS d H H1 W

L

RF RTJ BW
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forged steel trunnion ball valve

G.E.P. Valves company supplies in general trunnion
ball valve of casted steel valve body. However, if
required by customers, forged steel valve body is
also available, of which the flange dimensions and
face to face dimensions are the same as that of cast
steel trunnion ball valve.

ball valve with reduced bore

Except for full bore ball valves, G.E.P. Valves supplies
also the ball valve with reduced bore to meet
different requirement of customers, which not only
lowers the cost and pricing, but also satisfies the
special requirement of customers.

Pressure stage
Class150 Class300 Class600

Dimensions (mm)

Class900 Class1500 Class2500

Size

DN NPS

Size

DN NPS

L d d1 H L d d1 H d d1 H

d d1 H d d1 H d d1 H

L
RF RJ

L
RF RJ

L
RF RJ

L
RF RJ

TRUNNION BALL VALVE
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METAL TO METAL SEALED BALL VALVE
brief description
The seat material of general purpose ball valve employs generally non-metal material, such as PTFE. Limited by the seat material,
the general purpose ball valve can not be used in case of high temperature application, and application medium with solid
articles, and ash dregs neither. So, the application scope of general purpose ball valve is restricted partially. Taking this into
consideration, G.E.P. Valves is able to offer a full range of metal to metal sealed ball valve, including floating ball valve and
trunnion ball valve, which have found extensive applications in such industries as petroleum, chemistry, power, metallurgy, and
light industry. 

Design features of metal to metal sealed ball valve
Except for full bore ball valves, G.E.P. Valves supplies also the ball valve with reduced bore to meet different requirement of
customers, which not only lowers the cost and pricing, but also satisfies the special requirement of customers.

advanced hardening technology
employed for ball and seat
Metal to metal sealed design has been employed perfectly
for the ball and seat, which has also adopted the advanced
hardening technologies, such as ultro-sonic spray coating,
nickel base spray welding, surface specially hardening, ste -
IIite spray welding, ceramic material with high strength and
hardness, and so on. Surface hardness of the ball and seat
may generally reach more than HRC60, Maximun is up to
HRC74, and application temperature of the material may be
up to 540°C, Maximun is 980°C. Combining strength of the
material gets to more than  10000 PSI. Besides, the surface
materials posses also very good resistance properties of
friction and impact. Metal to metal sealed ball valves
supplied by G.E.P. Valves are suitable for use in most criticle
working conditions. 

valve stuck under high temperature
prevented
In the case of high temperature working condition, the valve
seat and ball would easily get stuck due to heat expansion,
and the valve could not be open. Metal to metal sealed ball
valves supplied by G.E.P. Valves employ the patented
design of bevelling spring loading, which would absorb the
heat expansion of parts caused by the bevelling spring. So,
it is ensured that the valve would not get stuck and be open
and close easily in the case of high tem perature condition. 

an entire fire safe structure
The metal to metal sealed structure has been adopted for
the valve sealing surface design. Packing is so designed with
graphite, and gasket is so designed with stainless steel, plus

graphite that the valve can assure reliable tightness even if
under fire condition.

excellent tightness function
A unique technique has been employed for the ball
grinding, which makes the ball surface reach extreme round
and smooth by rotating the ball and grinding apparatus at
different directions in space. The tightness function of the
valve meets completely and exceeds the standard
requirement.

natural anti-static structure
Metal to metal sealed ball valve with its body seat, ball,
other metal parts, and so forth, closely contact with each
other, having naturally formed a static electricity passage. In
this respect, there is no need to provide special anti-static
device.

Double-block and bleed function
G.E.P. Valves’s metal to metal sealed trunnion ball valve is in
general of the front ball sealing structure. Actually, two seats
of the metal to metal sealed trunnion ball valve can both cut
off separately the medium at inlet and outlet to realize
double block function. When the valve is closed, the body
cavity and both the bore ends can be blocked with each
other even if both ends of the valve are under pressure at
the same time, where as the medium left in the body cavity
may relieve through the relief valve. 
G.E.P. Valves’s metal to metal sealed floating ball valve is of
behind ball sealing structure, employing in general single
direction tightness. The flow direction is indicated on the
valve body. 
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METAL TO METAL SEALED BALL VALVE
Metal to metal sealed floating ball valve

typical drawing and parts composition

Products range of metal to metal sealed floating ball valve as follows

Parts and material list

Main sizes and weights

Refer to that of floating ball valve for main dimensions and
weights of metal to metal sealed floating ball valve. The
flange dimensions and face to face dimensions are the
same as that of floating ball valve.

MaterialParts Parts
No. name

WCB/13Cr WCB/304 WCB/316 CF8 CF8M

Size
NPS

DN

Class150/PN20

Class300/PN50

Class600/PN100

Class900/PN150

Class1500/PN250

Pressure
stage

or
nominal
pressure
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METAL TO METAL SEALED BALL VALVE
Metal to metal sealed trunnion ball valve

typical drawing of metal to metal sealed trunnion ball valve and parts composition

Products range of metal to metal sealed trunnion ball valve as follows

Main sizes and weights

Refer to that of trunnion ball valve for
main sizes and weights of metal to
metal sealed trunnion ball valve, of
which the flange dimensions and face
to face dimensions are the same as
that of trunnion ball valve.

forged steel metal to metal sealed trunnion ball valve

G.E.P. Valves company’s metal to metal sealed trunnion ball valve is in general
employing casted steel valve body. As per customers’ requirement, forged steel
valve body is also available, of which the flange dimensions and face ot face
dimensions are the same as that of cast steel trunnion ball valve.

Size

Pressure
stage

or 
nominal 
pressure

NPS

DN

Class150/PN20

Class300/PN50

Class600/PN100

Class900/PN150

Class1500/PN250

Class2500/PN420
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application

Female threaded ball valves are suitable for use on
pipelines of medium or low pressure to turn off or switch
on pipeline medium. Operation manners are in general of
manual, and pneumatic or electric actuators are available.
Based on design structures, the valves get divided into
three pieces, two pieces, and one piece types.

Main sizes and weights

Size Dimensions (mm)
Structures Weight (kg)

DN NPS L d W H

Three
pieces

Two
pieces

One
piece

Rc

FEMALE THREADED BALL VALVE
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OPERATION TORQUE OF FLOATING BALL VALVE
operation torque of floating ball valve

The operation torque data of soft sealed floating ball valve
in the following table are calculated based on normal
temperature and clean medium. 
As selecting actuator, it is suggested that drive torque of
actuator be more than 1.3 times the operation torque of
ball valve at least. In case of high temperature and low
temperature working conditions or unclear medium, it is
possible hat valve operation torque gets increased, which
should be taken into full consideration as selecting
actuators. 
Operation torque for metal to metal sealed floating ball
valve is about 4 times that of soft sealed floating ball valve.

Operation torque of soft sealed floating ball valve N.m

Class150 Class300 Class600 Class900 Class1500
PN16 PN25 PN40 PN63 PN100 JIS10K JIS20KPN20 PN50 PN100 PN150 PN250

Size

NPS DN
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OPERATION TORQUE OF TRUNNION BALL VALVE
operation torque of trunnion ball valve

The operation torque data of soft sealed trunnion ball
valve in the following table are calculated based on normal
temperature and clean medium. 
As selecting actuator, it is suggested that drive torque of
actuator be more than 1.3 times the operation torque of
ball valve at least. 
In case of high temperature and low temperature working
conditions or unclean medium, it is possible that valve
operation torque gets increased, which should be taken
into full consideration as selecting actuators. 
Operation torque for metal to metal sealed trunnion ball
valve is about 3 ~ 4 times that of soft sealed trunnion ball
valve.

Operation torque of soft sealed trunnion ball valve N.m

Class150 Class300 Class600 Class900 Class1500 Class2500
PN16 PN25 PN40 PN63 PN100 PN160 JIS10K JIS20KPN20 PN50 PN100 PN150 PN250 PN420

Size

NPS DN
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     FLOW COEFFICIENT CV

Class150~Class600 Class900 Class1500 Class2500

Full bore Reduced bore Full bore Reduced bore Full bore Reduced bore Full bore Reduced bore

Flow coefficient Cv

Size

NPS DN
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BUTTERFLY VALVE

standards
Design and Manufacture comply to: API 609, EN558-1, MSS SP 67 
inspection and test comply to: API 598
eface to face dimension comply to: BS5155
flanges comply to: API 605 
Pressure temperature grade comply to: ANSI B6.34
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BUTTERFLY VALVE
brief description

G.E.P. butterfly valves can be concentric, eccentric and triple eccentric type. Classified for stop type, adjust type and vent type,
soft seal and metal seal. Liner material of soft seal butterfly valves, are suitable in EPDM, NBR, SI, VITON, PTFE based on
different temperature and media. A wide range of butterfly valves are available such as wafer, lug, double flange, and not all
of them are shown in this catalogue. Please feel free to contact us in case you should need any further information. 

butterfly valve design construction and specifications

G.E.P. cast butterfly valves comply to API 609, EN 558-1, MSS SP 67 standards. Pressure test is according to API 598 or ISO
5208. 

seat material and working temperature

Class Shell test (MPa) Shell test (MPa) Air test (MPa)

EPDM

NBR

SI

VITON

PTFE

316+Graphite

STL/STL

Pressure test
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BUTTERFLY VALVE
soft seal butterfly valve

Wafer type Lug type

technical requirements

1. Design and manufacture comply to API 609, EN 558-1
2. Inspection and test comply to API 598, ISO 5208
3. Face to face dimension complies to BS 5155, EN 558-1
4. Flanges comply to ANSI B16.5, UNI 2223
5. Pressure - temperature grade complies to ANSI B16.34

Soft seal butterfly valves can be operated by lever, gear operator or by actuator

Material specification

Material
No. Part name

A216 WCB GS400 A351 CF8M BZ-AL

1 Body A216 WCB GS400 A351 CF8M BZ-AL

2 Seal EPDM, NBR, SI, VITON, PTFE

3 Shaft AISI 410

4 Disc A216 WCB / GS 400 / A351 CF8M / BZ-AL
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BUTTERFLY VALVE
Soft seal butterfly valve

Wafer type Lug type

Lug type

NPS 1”1/2 2” 2”1/2 3” 4” 5” 6” 8” 10” 12” 14” 16” 18” 20” 24”

A 145 161 175 181 200 213 226 260 292 337 368 400 422 480 562

B 72 80 89 95 114 127 139 175 203 242 267 309 328 361 459

C 33 43 46 46 52 56 56 60 68 78 78 86 105 132 152

ANSI150 98,5 120,5 139,5 152,5 190,5 216 241,6 298,5 362 432 476 540 578 635 749,5

PN6 100 110 130 150 170 200 225 280 335 395 445 495 550 600 705

PN10 110 125 145 160 180 210 240 295 355 410 460 515 565 620 725

PN16 110 125 145 160 180 210 240 295 362 432 470 525 585 650 770

ANSI150 4 4 4 4 8 8 8 8 12 12 12 16 16 20 20

PN6 4 4 4 4 4 8 8 8 12 12 12 16 16 20 20

PN10 4 4 4 4 8 8 8 8 12 12 16 16 20 20 20

PN16 4 4 4 8 8 8 8 12 12 12 16 16 20 20 20

WT Kg 2,6 3,5 4,9 5,4 7,0 10,0 11,1 17,0 27,4 40,4 60,0 90,0 110,0 150,0 270,0

D

nr
. h

ol
es

Wafer type

NPS 1”1/2 2” 2”1/2 3” 4” 5” 6” 8” 10” 12” 14” 16” 18” 20” 24”

A 145 161 175 181 200 213 226 260 292 337 368 400 422 480 562

B 72 80 89 95 114 127 139 175 203 242 267 309 328 361 459

C 33 43 46 46 52 56 56 60 68 78 78 86 105 132 152

ANSI150 98,5 120,5 139,5 152,5 190,5 216 241,6 298,5 362 432 476 540 578 635 749,5

PN6 100 110 130 150 170 200 225 280 335 395 445 495 550 600 705

PN10 110 125 145 160 180 210 240 295 355 410 460 515 565 620 725

PN16 110 125 145 160 180 210 240 295 362 432 470 525 585 650 770

WT Kg 2,2 2,9 3,9 4,2 5,0 7,4 8,5 11,8 18,5 29,8 50,0 70,0 90,0 110,0 210,0

D
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BUTTERFLY VALVE
triple eccentric butterfly valve

technical requirements

1. Design and manufacture comply to MSS SP 67–1997
2. Inspect and test comply to API 598
3. Face to face dimention complies to Bs5155
4. Flanges comply to API 605
5. Pressure-temperature grade complies to ANSI B6.34

Three-dimensional incline taper airproof seat 90 cleaning
Manual, electric, pneumatic and gear operation etc.
A216WCB, A351, CF8, A351CF8M
A217LCB, A351 CF3, A351CF3M

Material specification
Material

No. Part name
A216 WCB A217 LCB A351 CF8 A351CF8M A351CF3M
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BUTTERFLY VALVE
triple eccentric butterfly valve

300Lb

150Lb

NPS 2" 3" 4" 5" 6" 8" 10" 12" 14" 16" 18" 20" 24" 30" 32" 36" 42"
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STRAINER
Class 150~Class300 & Jis 10K~Jis 20K Cast steel Y strainer

Class 150, JIS 10K Class 300, JIS 20K

NPS DN L H H1 L H H1

Weight (kg)

Dimensions (mm) Dimensions (mm)

Weight (kg)

Size

standards 
End flange dimension: ASME B16.5 or JIS B 2238.
Pressure-temperature ratings: ASME B16.34.
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ASTM
Code C

≤

Chemical Compositions  % Mechanical Hardness Charpy

Mn
≤

P
≤

I
≤

Si
≤

Cr
≤

Mo
≤

Ni
≤

Cu
≤

V
≤

Nb
≤

Tensile
≤

Yield
≤

Elongation
% ≥

Reduce
% ≥

Brinell
% ≥

J,
≥

MATERIALS
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MOTORIZATION
Motorization with pneumatic and electric actuators

All valves shown in this catalogue can be motorized. A wide range of actuator is available: electric type, Spring return
and Double acting pneumatic type in different variation, such as Rack and Pinion, Scotch-joke and linear. Moreover
sundries accessorizes can be installed as solenoid valve, limit switch box, filter regulator, pressure gauge, etc.
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